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Summary 

Job analysis is an important tool for many personnel purposes like job evaluation, selection 

procedures, performance appraisal, career planning, management development, the development of 

training programs and organization design. Job analysis is broadly defined as a more or less 

systematic approach to gather job information. This thesis primarily focuses on quantitatively analyzing 

jobs on the basis of rating scales, for three topics: 1) the analysis of the task content of jobs (in terms of 

tasks, or behavior); 2) the assessment of job worth (job evaluation); 3) deriving relevant job 

requirements (attributes) for selection purposes. 

The general theme of this thesis is what conditions should be fulfilled in order to obtain job 

data, (tasks, behavior, job worth, or attributes) with acceptable psychometric qualities in terms of 

reliability and validity. 

Chapter two discusses important psychometric criteria, like the interrater reliability (without this 

validity research has little value), the content validity (relevant for all types of job variables), the 

construct validity (relevant to analyzing jobs in terms of worth, or behavior) and the predictive validity 

(with selection criteria). 

Chapter three discusses what job information is necessary for designing a selection procedure 

with a high total predictive validity. An important conclusion is that job analysis is important and 

necessary and can contribute to a higher predictive validity. On the basis of the results of validity 

generalization it is possible to select some general predictors (like general mental ability) without any 

job information with a reasonable predictive validity. In order to increase this predictive validity, job 

specific task information in particular, is needed to derive relevant predictors. 

Chapter four presents the results of a meta-analysis about the determinants of the interrater 

reliability with job analysis and what interrater reliability values can be expected with certain 

combinations of moderator variables like: rater category, instrument knowledge and source of job 

information. 

An important question is who can be considered a job analysis expert. Is it a person that has 

the best knowledge of job content or the person having the most experience handling a specific job 

analysis instrument? It turns out that only the latter qualification leads to a higher interrater reliability. 

The highest reliability values were obtained with job analysts, who have extensive experience in 
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working professionally with certain job analysis instruments. With organization members, like job 

incumbents and supervisors who are the most knowledgeable of the job content, interrater reliability 

values were found to be comparable to those of students who lack this knowledge. In the absence of 

instrument experience, it is surprising that instrument training did not lead to an improvement in the 

interrater reliability. 

The source of job information (contact or job description) only turns out to have an effect with 

professional job analysts. With professional job analysts, rating jobs on the basis of job information 

obtained by job contact (interviews) leads to a higher interrater reliability in comparison with using a job 

description. 

Another important question is whether the type of job analysis variables (tasks, behavior, job 

worth, or attributes) and the type of rating scale have a moderating effect on the interrater reliability. 

The results show that rating jobs in terms of tasks or in terms of attributes leads to lower reliability 

values than when jobs are rated in terms of job worth or behavior. This effect can be partly explained by 

the type of scale that is used. Scales with fully defined scale anchors, which are mostly used with the 

assessment of job worth, are associated with the highest reliability values. More research is necessary 

to investigate what factor (type of variable, or type of rating scale) contributes the most. 

For obtaining an interrater reliability of at least .80 only one professional job analyst is needed. 

To obtain this same figure, combined ratings are needed of two professionals (those who work 

professionally in the field, but have no explicit instrument experience), two to three organization 

members, or two to four students. Usually more raters are needed for rating jobs in terms of tasks or 

attributes. 

Chapter five presents two studies about the psychometric qualities of job evaluation systems. 

In the first study it turns out that all the general scales of job evaluation systems measure the same 

underlying factor, labeled as the general job level. Extra factors could only be distinguished statistically 

for job specific scales. One should be careful with the use of job specific scales within general job 

evaluation instruments, because this can lead to unevenly benefitting particular types of jobs within the 

total job population. It seems better to leave out these type of scales in general job evaluation 

instruments, or treat them seperately from these instruments. 

In the second study it turns out that job evaluation instruments measure the level of jobs in a 

more crude and global way and does not match up with the often highly differentiated pay class 

structures practiced in the field. The assessed job worth expressed in terms of a total point value can 

be measured with a high reliability and homogeneity, but this doesn't hold true for the assessed job 
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worth expressed in terms of pay grades. The assignment of grades to jobs can be strongly influenced 

by many factors like: the assigned weights to job evaluation scales even if scales are highly correlated, 

the use of subjective scale values, the number of scales, measurement errors and so on. A better 

match between job evaluation systems and pay grade structures could be obtained by either 

broadening pay grade classes, or increasing the number of defined scale values of job evaluation 

systems. 

Chapter six discusses several studies about the psychometric qualities of a specific job analysis 

instrument: the Work Profiling System (WPS). First the general conclusions from this research will be 

described. The magnitude of the interrater reliability (correlations between sets of items of different 

raters) varies strongly with the way 'Does-Not-Apply (DNA)-items' (items with a zero-value) are treated. 

Neglecting this theme (including all items with zeroes) leads to a higher reliability than if DNA-items are 

excluded from analysis. Furthermore, the interrater reliability varies with how DNA-items are defined: 

are these items not considered relevant in a complete rater group, or are these items not considered 

relevant in rater pairs (the reliability is lowest for the latter). Another moderating factor on the interrater 

reliability is the composition of the job population in a study. The higher the heterogeneity of jobs the 

higher the reliability. 

From the WPS-research several specific conclusions can be drawn about the WPS-instrument. 

The WPS job analysis procedure consists of three parts. First, the task content of jobs is analyzed in 

terms of behavior with a questionnaire. Second, some job related questions have to be answered like 

the issues relevant for job evaluation (e.g. education, experience, responsibilities, working conditions) 

etcetera. Third, information obtained with the WPS-questionnaire (behavior and job context combined) 

is processed further. An important feature of the WPS is that a job specific profile of relevant attributes 

can be distracted. Conclusions about the psychometric qualities of the three types of WPS-data 

mentioned above will be described. 

The interrater reliability of the WPS-analysis of the task content of jobs in terms of behavior is 

low. Depending on whether the DNA-items are excluded from analysis and how, and depending on 

whether the interrater reliability was calculated per job across items or per item across jobs, the 

interrater reliability varied between .02 -.45. The interrater reliability calculated per item across jobs 

excluding DNA-items from analysis led to a reliability value of .02. One explanation for this extremely 

low figure is that the job sample that the WPS is applied to is not heterogeneous enough. The interrater 

reliability of the job context questions is around .50, which is relatively much higher. 
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Five conclusions were drawn about the psychometric qualities of the WPS-atthbute-profiles. 

First, the discriminative power of profiles for personality attributes and behavior styles is low. The 

average correlation between these profiles from various jobs that are highly different (for instance sailor 

with simple administrative tasks, maternity nurse, sales manager and personnel psychologist working in 

the field of selection) was relatively high: for personality attributes .63 and for behavior styles .71. 

Second, WPS task information as analyzed with the major part of the WPS-questionnaire, as 

expected, has a lower impact on the composition of attribute profiles for personality and behavior styles. 

On the basis of only task context information, the WPS generates complete attribute profiles that 

correlate highly with profiles based on fully analyzed jobs. Even if all job context questions are given the 

minimum value, WPS generates a profile that correlates with the profiles of fully analyzed jobs (.53). 

Third, the stability of attribute profiles can become stronger when the interrater reliability of 

WPS task information increases. If the interrater reliability is low, correlations between attribute profiles 

for personality attributes and behavior styles based on data of separate raters are comparable with 

attribute profiles of different jobs (see first conclusion). 

Fourth, attribute profiles for cognitive attributes of the earlier mentioned jobs do not correlate at 

all (-.56), in comparison to where it was expected. The assigned level of jobs: high (managing director, 

manager, psychologist, Ph.D.-student), medium (maternity nurse) and low (sailor with simple 

administrative tasks), was not reflected in the attribute profiles. Based on data of separate raters about 

the same job, the correlations between these types of attribute profiles were low. 

Finally, the correlation of directly rated attributes (based on combined data of three raters) and 

WPS attribute profiles of the same job is relatively low. The attribute profiles of these two sets of ratings 

correlated .26 for cognitive abilities and for personality attributes .34. 

Chapter six closes with recommendations for instrument improvement. 

In chapter seven several factors are described that influence the magnitude of reported 

reliability values in research. The following factors were tend to contribute: 

- Heterogeneity of the job sample: the more heterogeneous the higher the reliability; 

- Variance within item-profiles (when the interrater reliability per job across item-profiles is calculated): 

the higher the variance between items the higher the reliability; 

- The number of combined items: the more items combined the higher the interrater reliability; 

- The number of raters that contribute to combined data: the more raters the higher the interrater 

reliability; 

- Group versus individual ratings: higher reliability for group ratings; 
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- Neglecting versus excluding 'Does-Not-Apply'-items: Neglecting leads to a higher reliability; 

- The definition of DNA-items: excluding not relevant items in rater pairs (in comparison with group 

shared zeroes) leads to the lowest reliability; 

- Calculating the interrater reliability per job across items versus per item across jobs: the former 

generally leads to a higher reliability; 

- The type of interrater reliability coefficient and how 'error' is defined: 'relative' coefficients are higher 

than 'absolute'ones. 

Several recommendations are mentioned. In interrater reliability research it seems useful to 

report the basic reliability value (for one rater and one item), or when the interrater reliability is reported 

on scale level, the number of items that it contains should be reported. Further, if there are DNA-items, 

it should be reported how these items are handled in calculating the interrater reliability. Finally, the 

instrument relevant population of jobs should be described, as well as, whether the research sample 

can be considered representative for this population. 

Chapter eight gives an overview of the determinants of the interrater reliability with job analysis. 

Findings of former chapters about the quality of job analysis data are summarized, addressed in three 

themes: 1) the analysis of the task content of jobs in terms of behavior 2) the assessment of job worth 

(job evaluation) and 3) job analysis for selection purposes. Possibilities for further research are 

discussed. 

Concerning the use of behavior oriented job analysis instruments (like the Work Profiling 

System) several conclusions were drawn. First, the most efficient strategy to obtain a high interrater 

reliability is to leave the job analysis to professional job analysts. If organization members are involved 

it is better to combine ratings. However it is not practical, nor efficient to endlessly increase the number 

of raters. Even when the ratings of five organization members would be combined in order to obtain a 

reliability of .80, at least a reliability base rate of .44 should be found. For example with the WPS this 

base rate was not met (chapter six). Instrument modification, like improving variable and rating scale 

definitions, can lead to a higher reliability base rate. 

Secondly, behavior oriented job analysis instruments can contribute primarily to the 

appraisement of job performance in the context of selection purposes. The contribution of these types 

of instruments (for instance the WPS) to a higher predictive validity of a selection procedure seems 

insignificant. Compared to the predictors that are related to the level of jobs, only predictors based on 

an analysis of the task content (in a very concrete and job specific way) can substantially contribute to a 

further increase in the predictive validity of a selection procedure. 
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